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Combined Postdoc Individual Development Plan and
Performance Review, 143, 155–161
form, 157–161
goals, 155–156
mentor responsibility, 157
postdoctoral fellow responsibility, 156
Compact between Postdoctoral Trainee and Mentor,
151–154
elements of, 133
employee performance issues, 147–149
feedback, 136–142
goals
aspirational, 134
matching to the person, 135–136
operational, 134, 135
setting, 133–136
smart, 135, 162
individual development plans (IDPs), 131, 146–147
laying groundwork for, 132–133
new trainee, things to do upon arrival of, 149–150
performance review, 142–145
focus of, 142
for postdocs, 128–132
for technical and support personnel, 145
Performance measures, in private sector, 272
Performance problems, 103
element of conversation concerning, 107–108
focus on problem, not the person, 106
Performance reviews, 142–145
Combined Postdoc Individual Development Plan and,
143, 155–161
definition, 133
flow chart of conversation, 143–144
focus of, 142
frequency of, 144
for postdocs, 128–132
for technical and support personnel, 145
Personal attributes, assessing candidate’s, 80–82, 84–86
ability to hear and use feedback, 81–82
ability to manage emotions, 84–85
conflict management, 85–86
independent thinking/autonomy, 86
past and present categories, 81–82
problem solving and accessing help, 85
team mind-set, 85
Personal hygiene habits, problems with, 103, 108–109
Personal problems, of needy people, 234
Personality, 1–16
consequences of traits, 6–11
Performance issues, 147–149
documentation of, 147, 148
illustration of typical process for dealing with, 148, 149
institution’s policies on, 148–149
separating an employee, 148, 149
timelines for improvement, 148
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... dealing with daily interactions and, 9–10
... transition to, 265–284
... Problem-centered language, nonconfrontational, 215
... Problems
... adaptive versus technical problems, 300–306
... avoiding, 241–242
... defining the problem, 106
... examples in team management, 107–110
... focusing on problems, not the person, 106–110,
... 125–126, 169–171, 226–227, 241–242, 327
... generating solutions to, 107
... good solution versus best solution, 274–275
... guidelines for conversations concerning, 106–107
... ignoring, 102–106
... Problem-solving
... assessing candidate’s skills in, 85
... by complainers, 233
... to deal with boss’s anger or frustration, 209
... with passive–aggressive people, 232
... with procrastinators, 233
... Process, focus on, 252
... Profitable science, 269
... The Program on Negotiation of the Harvard Law School, 346
... Project Implicit, 65
... Project management, successful, 279
... Projecting your work, 134
... Projects
... giving up, 270–271
... goals and objectives, 272
... ownership of, 271, 272
... termination of, 117–118, 265, 267–268, 270–271, 283,
... 300
... Promotion, of self, 239, 274
... Proposals, reviewing and refining meeting generated,
... 173–174
... Psychological characteristics of scientific and technical
... professionals, 5–6
... Psychological safety, 180–181
... The Psychology of Judgment and Decision Making (Plous),
... 181
... Publications, 246–247
... Pushy people, dealing with, 231

Q
... Questions
... to learn underlying interests or concerns, 210,
... 213–214
... not to ask in hiring process, 75–76
... open-ended, 50–52, 232, 233
... problem-solving, 209
... responsiveness of candidate during seminar, 79

R
... Race, recognizing and acknowledging attitudes toward,
... 337–338
... Randall, J.T., 329
Reactions, attention to, 326
Recognition
  in academic research, 246
  individual, 113–114, 246, 312
  in private sector, 273–274
Red flags, 336
  face-to-face interview, 87
  phone interview, 73
References, checking, 90
Refreshments, meeting, 168
Rejection, sensitivity to, 18, 23
Relationships, lab culture and, 122–123
Resentment toward management, 271
Resources, 343–346
Respect
  fostering a culture of, 122
  leadership and, 288, 290, 311
Response
  determining the appropriate, 24–25
  dichotomous reactions to different situations, 25–26
Responsibility
  accepting, 326
  yours in difficult situations, 210–211
Résumés, reviewing, 71
Retreat reaction, 25, 33
Reward system
  in academia, 246–247
  for individual performance, 331
Right words, finding, 106–110, 125–126
Role, yours in difficult situations, 210–211

S
Sadness word list, 31
Sapolsky, Robert, 5
Satisfying, 274
Scapegoating, 184–185
Science Management Associates, 346
Science organization
  attitudes toward gender, race, ethnicity, and minority status, 337–338
  differences from other organizations, 330–331
  focus on people, 332–337
  similarities to other organizations, 331–332
  transformed, 338–340
  transforming, 330–337
Scientific culture of the lab, 121
Scientific expertise, of leaders, 291–292
Scientists
  managing, 101–126
  as psychologically flexible and quick learners, 11–12
  stereotypes of, 1, 2
Scientists in Organizations: Productive Climates for Research and Development (Pelz and Andrews), 345
Scoresheets, hiring, 70
  candidate phone interview, 74
  candidate phone interview guide, 74
  candidate summary, 98
  face-to-face interview, 77
  face-to-face interview guide, 82–84
  management candidate interview, 95
  management candidate interview guide, 96–97
  reference phone interview, 90–91
  reference phone interview guide, 91–92
  résumé, 72
  team member’s, 88
Searching for Excellence and Diversity (Fine and Handelsman), 65
Self-assessment exercises and experiments
  dealing with others, 15
  who you are, 13–14
Self-awareness
  case studies, 18–20, 24, 26–27
    The Angry Scientist, 26–27
    The Clueless Systems Analyst, 19–20
    Left Out, 18–19
    Zombie Anxiety, 19–20
  during contentious team discussions, 189
  developing and using, 22–25, 326
  anticipating effect of feelings on behavior, 23–24
  appropriateness of a behavior, 24–25
  knowing what you are feeling, 22–23
  dichotomous reactions to different situations, 25–26
  emotional intelligence and, 17
  exercises and experiments, 29–33
    behavioral polarities, 32–33
    hot buttons, 32
    noticing your feelings, 29–31
    noticing your sensations, 31
    noticing your thoughts, 29
    reflecting on your self-awareness data, 31–32
  guiding behavior using, 28
  helping others to improve theirs, 26–28
  identifying future leaders, 336
  importance of, 17–21
  interactions with your boss and, 201–203
  of leaders, 308–310
  low among scientists, 21
  as mentor, 252
  in negotiations, 52
  silo thinking and, 276
  training someone with limited, 335
  yourself as difficult person, 235
Self-deprecation, 239
Self-promotion, 239, 274
Seminar, candidate, 77, 79
Seminar evaluation, 79–80
  ability to think on their feet, 79
  clarity and organization, 79
  relevance/novelty of topic, 80
  responsiveness to questions, 79
  speaking skills, 79
Senge, Peter, 27–28
Sensations, noticing, 31
Sensitivity
  in meetings, 170–171
  social, 180
Shared bias, 183
Sharing
  lab culture and, 122–123
  by leaders, 313
Siepel, Adam, 136
Sigma Xi, 130–131
Silence, in meetings, 185–188, 198
Silo thinking, 276–283, 284, 315
  case study, 277–281
  counteracting, 282–283, 284
  description of, 276
  identifying, 281, 284
  managing silos, 95
  “us versus them” mind-set, 307
Simon, Herbert, 274
Smart goals, 135, 162
Social engineering via hiring, 87
Social sensitivity, 180
Solutions to problems. See also Problem-solving
  generating, 107
  good solution versus best solution, 274–275
  interim, 231
Solving the problem yourself (negative listening pattern), 57, 62
Speaking different languages, 211–214
Standard operating procedures (SOPs), lab, 133
Standards, use in negotiation, 40–41
Stereotypes of scientists, 1, 2
Story editing, 299
Structured oversight, 131–132, 149–150
Success
  celebration of, 313–314
  knowledge of criteria for, 312
  Superiority, feelings of, 238–239
Support personnel, performance reviews for, 145

T
Taking things personally, avoidance of, 54–56
Task ownership, balancing with team participation, 114
“Tea Bag Company” exercise, 2–4
Team meetings, 163–199
  basics, 166–171
  agenda, 167–168
  decision fatigue, 168
  focus on problems, not people, 169–171
  laying groundwork for, 166–167
  minutes and action items, 168
  need for meeting, 166
  rules of interaction, 169
  case studies
    Contaminated, 181–182
    The National Institute of Biology, 196–198
    The Power of Silence in Groups, 186–187
Conflict, managing, 188–192
  centrality of managed conflict, 188
  self-awareness, 189
  temperature of the discussion, 189–192
  decision-making scheme, 171–175
  closure, 174–175
  frame the meeting, 171–172
  generate ideas, 172–173
  home in, 173–174
  discussing science without arguing, 235–237
  domains of meeting dynamics, 193
Exercises
  case study, 196–198
  example meeting scenarios, 199
  helping others participate, 198
  people who dominate meeting, dealing with, 198–199
  using silence, 198
Group behaviors
  confirmation bias, 182–183
  discomfort, feelings of, 187–188
  displacement, 184–185
  groupthink, 184
  scapegoating, 184–185
  shared bias, 183
  silence, 185–187, 198
Impediments to flow, 175–188
  bogged down by technical discussions, 176–177
  group, 181–188
  individual, 177–180
  off-topic discussions, 175–176
  procedural, 175–177
  psychological safety, 180–181
  solution evaluation during brainstorming, 177
  individual challenges, 177–180
  monopolizers, 179–180, 198–199
  naysayers, 177
  nonparticipants, 177–178, 198
  nonproductive behaviors, interventions for, 179
  leader failure, examples of, 164–166
  leader-dominated discussion, overcoming tendency toward, 194
  leader’s checklist, 193
  leader’s focus during, 192–194
  role of leader, 164–166, 192–194
Team members
  in hiring process, 68, 88
  interpretation and context provided by leader to, 314
  knowledge of criteria for success, 312
  misreading ability to work together, 8
  in private sector, 272–273
  relationships/interactions, lab culture and, 122–123
  value placed on learning, development and growth of, 122
  Team mind-set, assessing candidate’s, 85
  Team participation, balancing with task ownership, 114
Team rewards, 273
Team balancing task ownership with team participation, 114
common problems which are difficult to deal with, 103
effective, creating, 114–115
growing awareness of teams in science, 101–102
ignoring problems and conflict in, 102–106
individual recognition, providing, 113–114
keeping in the loop, 314–315
misreading of events within, 6
psychological safety, 180–181
seeing the big picture, 115–116
uncertainty, helping team to manage, 116–118
Teamwork Is an Individual Skill (Avery), 115
Technical discussion, getting bogged down in, 176–177
Technical personnel, performance reviews for, 145
Technical professionals
motivation of, 299
as psychologically flexible and quick learners, 11–12
Technical turf wars, 110–113
Temperature of the discussion, 189–192
Termination of projects, 117–118, 265, 267–268, 270–271, 283, 300
Themes, behavioral, 15–16
Thinking before you speak, 218, 228–230
Thinking words, 23
Thoughts, noticing, 29
Time, different conceptions of, 214, 280
Time-outs
to defuse anger and hostility, 58
taking momentary, 29
Touching others, 54
Trainees
assessing quality of mentors decisions, 254–255
communication with mentor, 257–258
different perspectives on your project, 256
evaluating interactions with mentor, 262–263
impact of mentor behavior, 251–252, 255–256, 257
needs different from mentor’s, 257
passive or absent mentor, 258–259
perpetual cycle of academic training, 253
support for, 259–260
surviving in academia, 253–261
thesis committee members, 260
Training employees that you hire, 334–335
Training transferable skills, 131–132
Transferable skills, training, 131–132
Triggers, hot button, 52
Turf wars, 110–113
Uncertainty
helping team to manage, 116–118
managing, 94–95, 311
Undermanaging, 290
Understanding, checking for, 327
Understanding Your Management Style (Benfari), 2
The Undoing Project (Lewis), 66
Unilateral decisions, 39
Unstable organizations, 116
Ury, William, 37
“us versus them” mind-set, 307
Validation, provided by leaders, 314
Values, building positive, 290
Verbal reaction, 25–26, 33
Vision, leadership and, 286, 291, 296
Vocabulary
anger, 30
fear, 30
happiness, 30
lack of needed, 22–23
sadness, 31
talking and feeling words, 23
Warning signs, of peer conflict, 225
Watson, James, 329–330
Wilkins, Maurice, 329–330
Women in Science and Engineering Leadership Institute, 346
Word list
anger, 30
fear, 30
feeling, 23
happiness, 30
sadness, 31
talking, 23
Working conditions, productivity and, 131
“You” statements, 226–227, 257